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ABSTRACT

The development, design and construction of a subharmonically pumped mixer

at 44 GHz using GaAs Schottky beam lead diodes is discussed. A simplified

theory is used to derive a three-port equivalent circuit of the complete mixer

which includes effects such as diode parasitics and filter characteristics.

Specific design criteria are developed at each of the three mixer signal fre-

quencies, RF, LO and IF, which relate this equivalent circuit to the observed

performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this writing is to document work undertaken between June 1979

and April 1981 to develop a low noise, subharmonically pumped mixer f or a satel-

lite receiver. A further objective is to provide some background and a starting

point for future efforts to continue this work.

The main design points are discussed, and although some details may be

sketchy, an effort was made to cover all the areas and provide at least the

methodology and "flavor" for how the mixer was built. The mixer specifications

were:

Signal Band (RI): 43 to 45 Gliz (later changed to 43.5 - 45.5 GHz)

Local Oscillator Band (LO): 22.8 to 23.8 GHz

IF: 2.6 GHz

Several mixers were built incorporating different approaches, but the em-

phasis thoughout will be on the latest design since it is considered the one

best understood. Some of the others will be briefly mentioned for comparison

in section VII.

The best performance achieved in-house vas a conversion loss of 10 dB + 1

dB over the band. This compares with noise figures around 6-7 dB quoted in

the literature; clearly some Improvement remains to be achieved. However, it

is felt that the full equivalent circuit of the mixer, as developed here, has

the potential to predict performance and suggest improvements qualitatively and

quantitatively for a broad range of mixer designs in a way that is not explicitly

described in the literature researched. As such, this represents one of the

fruits of this endeavor.



II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A. Subharmonic Mixing

Let RF, LO and IF dpnote respectively the signal input, local oscillator

input and intermediate frequency output of a generalized mixer. For the case

at hand, the following relation holds between the frequencies of these signals:

IF - n x LO - RF

For a fundamental mixer, n - 1; for a subharmonic mixer n > 1. The case of

interest to us here is for n - 2, i.e., the LO frequency used is somehow doubled

inside the mixer and the RF frequency then subtracted from it to give the IF.

This, rigourously speaking, is a first subharmonic mixer although "first" is

usually omitted.

B. Transmission Medium

The transmission medium used in this mixer is called suspended stripline

and is shown in Fig. 1 together with the split-block construction and dimensions

used. This geometry has been well researched such that dimensions for any

realizable impedance may be calculated with confidence'1 . Appendix V shows

the APL program used to determine the transmission line dimensions. The rea-

lizable impedances range from 33 ohms to 140 ohms with w going from .085 inch

to .002 inch respectively. Larger w than .085 in. may cause short-circuiting

with the housing block, while w smaller than .002 in. is hard to reproduce

photolithographically.

The dielectric used is quartz or fused silica, with a dielectric constant

of 3.78, selected for low loss and good surface smoothness, which is important

for low conductive losses in the chrome-gold metalization.

C. Mixer Description

1. Mechanical:

A generalized subharmonic mixer is sketched in Fig. 2 showing its various

components; see also Figs. 15, 16. The RF and LO input ports are WR 22 and
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WR 42, waveguide respectively. The RF waveguide is of reduced height (.224" x

.030") for better coupling to the diodes. Each waveguide input is provided

with its own sliding back short, tuned by a micrometer for best response. The

IF output port is an SMA coaxial connector.

In between the split-block housing lies a suspended stripline with a quartz

substrate strip 2.0" long x 0.134" wide, on which the circuit elements are

photolithographically defined. At the IF end, the SMA connector tab (.050

long x .020 wide x .005 thick) is soldered onto the quartz metallization, Fig.

18. At the RF end, two beam-lead diodes .009" square, are thermo-compression

(TC) bonded in an anti-parallel configuration across a .012" gap in the

conductor. Then, a gold ribbon .030" wide x .0005 thick is TC bonded to the

conductor at one end and attached at the other end to the gold plated copper

block using a combination of TC and ultrasonic bonding, Figs. 17 and 19. This

procedure must provide a good short-circuit path to ground for the diodes,

since any series resistance in this path would add directly to the inherent

series resistance of the diodes and degrade mixer performance.

2. Electrical:

This mixer concept follows closely those of references [13] and [14].

The operation of the mixer is briefly explained as follows.

The RF signal energy incident from the RF waveguide excites currents in

the anti-parallel diode pair, the back short is tuned so that maximum energy

transfer (measured as best input match) occurs between the TE10 waveguide mode

and the TE4 mode on the suspended stripline. The LO filter shown in Fig. 2

is a multi-element low pass filter having its cut-off frequency such as to pass

the LO and reflect the RF; in our case the cut-off frequency of this filter, f c

is = 26 GHz. This means that no RF energy may propagate beyond this LO filter,

i.e., the RF is terminated reactively. The distance from the diodes to this

filter is a critical tuning parameter which is adjusted so that the diodes re-

ceive maximum signal power.

The IF filter shown in Fig. 2 is another low pass filter with its cut-off

frequency above IF and below LO, chosen here around 10 GRz. The LO power
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incident from the LO waveguide onto the stripline will couple to the TEM mode

and travel to the right toward the diodes since to the left the IF filter re-

flects it almost completely. The backshort and position of the IF filter rela-

tive to the LO waveguide provide the parameters to maximize this power transfer.

The situation is analogous to the common waveguide-to-coax adapter, where excel-

lent transmission can be obtained between the waveguide and TEM modes.

The LO power traveling to the right in Fig. 2, passes through the LO filter

with minimal attenuation and reaches the diodes where it must have sufficient

amplitude swing to turn them alternatively on and off based on their highly

non-linear I-V characteristics. The RF waveguide is cut-off for the LO fre-

quency range, so no LO power will be lost there.

A digression here should be made which relates the subharmonic mixing ac-

tion with the presence of two anti-parallel diodes [41 ' [61: If only one diode

were present, it would conduct (turn on) only once during each period of LO os-

cillation, say during the positive half of the sinusoidal cycle. But if two

diodes are anti-parallel, diode A will turn on during the positive half then

turn off (reverse-bias) during the negative half, but diode B will turn-on

then since it is placed in opposite polarity with A. The result is that this

diode pair turns on or conducts twice during each LO oscillation; therefore, the

LO frequency for an anti-parallel pair should be halved compared to a fundamental

mixer in which the diode arrangement turns on only once per LO cycle. Thus the

effective harmonic action of this mixer.

Returning to the mixer operation, we see that the diodes receive the RF and

LO signals for mixing (multiplying). The nonlinearity of the diodes will produce

an IF and higher order products. The IF signal passes unattenuated through both

LO and IF filters to the coaxial output; none of it can propagate in the LO or

RF waveguides since they are below cut-off at IF. The image product (image freq

= 4 x LO - RF), which is 48.2 to 50.2 GHz in this mixer, is reflected back to

the diodes for further mixing by the LO filter and by an image rejection band-

pass filter which is at the RF waveguide. Higher order products such as the

sum frequency (2 x LO + RF or 89.6 to 91.6 GHz) cannot be contained due to

4



moding problems in the stripline and waveguides; the losses they represent will

be unavoidable.
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Il. BEAM-LEAD DIODES

A. Availability:

Finding beam-lead diodes suitable for 44 GHz was somewhat of a problem.

The list of possible vendors was limited to Nippon Electric Company (NEC) In

Japan, A.E.I. Semiconductors in England, and Alpha Industries, although other

places such as Microwave Associates, Hughes and Honeywell-Spacekom had diode

projects still in progress which may be completed now.

Of the first three, A.E.I.'s cost was $100 - $200 per diode and Alpha's

$400 - $600, which made it quite expensive to experiment with such devices.

NEC's price of $30 for a slightly lower performance device made it attractive.

In fact, when NEC and AEI diodes were placed in the same circuit, no change

was observed. This is not a fair comparison of the diodes, of course, since

the performance must have been limited by the circuit, but it still indicates

that the work could be done with the cheaper NEC diodes #ND5558, until the

limit of the device was encountered.

B. Diode Characterization

I. Forward I-V:

An ideal diode has the well-known exponential I-V relation given in (1):

I(V) =I {exp [(% (V - IR)I - I} (I)

where

I = diode reverse satuaration current
0

R - series resistance
s

e = 38.94 Volt 1 , at 25 0 C room temperature if n = 1

nkT

n= 38-94 = Ideality factor, n > 1

Using a curve tracer, a set of (I, V) points can be measured and by finding

a good curve fit, the parameters I, R and n may be found. Appendix I is
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the listing of a computer program written in Basic for the Tektronix 4051 to

do this function. Typically, a dozen (I, V) points from 10 WA to 3 mA are

taken and the fit is good. Examples and graphs are given in that appendix.

As a general practice, I-V data was taken on the diodes again after TC mounting

in the circuit to assure that no damage had occurred.

2. Reverse I-V:

Any diode is bound to have some capacitance, Cj, associated with the dritt

and diffusion of charges in the semi-conductor junction and another, C due toP
the fringing fields around the package and proximity of the anode and cathodt

leads. If we postulate that C is bias-independent, then any component ofP

total capacitance which varies with applied voltage will be considered C

Equation (2) applies to a Schottky junction diode
[2 )

C(V) M C /(1 + V/) 1/2 + C p

where

C M parasitic package capacitancep

C = junction capacitance at 0 bias

0 M quiescent barrier potential of the junction

V M reverse bias voltage applied

C(V) - total measured capacitance

By using a 1 MHz capacitance bridge one can measure C(V) for V - 0 to 8 Volt, or

just under reverse breakdown and curve-fit to determine C1o C and :. A nu-

merical ample is given in appendix II for a typical NEC diode.

3. Diode Equivalent Circuit

Enough information is now known about the mixer diodes to make a quantti--

tive model or circuit which incorporates the effects of the three parasiti,

elements R., C and C p. The result is shown in Fig. 3.

The topology is consistent with physical insight although slight variations

are possible such as placing R outside of the C connections.s p

7
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Ihe i.0 t ilter is similar to the IF filter. It cuts off at 26 OHz and con-

,st4 ,ot nine distributed elements with an input and output impedance of 90

im.. Had a lower characteristic impedance been selected, say 50 ohms, the

spa. it Lvte ect ions built in the minimum realizable impedance of 35 ohms would

tiol -jvv' iad enough capacitance to realize the needed filter values. Also, it

-A.4 thought that 9t) ohms should be closer to the impedance of the RF waveguide

,id thmu. provide better coupling to the signal incident on the reduced height

.1. $1" Equivalent Circuit

o,,ider tht. simplit ted structure of Fig. ba, showing an anti-parallel

.;,idi ,.111 in shlunt with a waveguide sliding short. The equivalent circuit of

I... , i casiv deduced, where the box represents the equivalent circuit of

'1 .itod. ,Air in Fig. . It now a LO filter terminated in 90 ohm and a length

,t ei' ,,tin line are attached to the diode-pair, the situation is as depicted in

tg . .A and b. rhe circuit in Fig. 7b is redrawn in Fig. 8 for clarity after

ini .uding the diode circuit of Fig. 5.

Figure, 8 deserves attention. It incorporates all elements talked about so

tlat iii A . 4v that can be examined by linear circuit analysis, optimized, modi-

* .1 .r treated in any one of the many ways that linear time-invariant, passive

ir,utt an he treated. It ts a network which describes how an RF signal

tkple% , the diodes ot the subharuonic mixer, how the filters, parasitics and

b.,k ishott attect this coupling. In order not to loose sight of our objective,

!..t i. examine what happens for the utopian case where the parasitics are zero,

'h. 14, rilter i., perfectly reflective with the phase of a short, and the sliding

,.,..t1rt distance , is tuned exactlv for an open circuit to iF. In this case,

n. ircttt ot Fig. S reduces to that in Fig. q where the RF signal sees directlv

a pt.rtect switch. When the switch is MN, the RF input impedance is zero; when

th. .twitch is OFF. the RF input impedance is infinite. Mixer theory131,191,161

.dows that minimum conversion loss results when the ratio of RY input impedance

lO)



for open and short states (switch is OFF and ON respectively) is maximum, i.e.,

r - Z o.C.I/1z S.C., is a Measure of mixer performance and several formulas

relate this ratio r directly to conversion loss [3 1 when all other effects are

neglected.

In the case of an ideal switch, r is doubly infinite; in the more practi-

cal case of Fig. 8 with typical circuit values, r ranges from 22 at RF band

edges, 43 and 45 G~z, to 110 at mid-band. Using reference( 3 page 57, this cor-

responds directly to an optimum conversion loss of 5.6 to 2.6 dB respectively

assuming no other imperfections present. These figures indicate a rather high

contribution to conversion loss due simply to the circuit topology and the

presence of two diodes, roughly doubling the parasitics. The variation in con-

version loss of 3 dB across the 2 GHz RF band is close to what is actually

measured. We also get an approximate lower bound on conversion loss for this

type of mixer. Recall that the best performance observed was a conversion

loss of 10 + 1 dB. The fact that this admittedly simplified analysis can yield

nonetheless such realistic numbers simply from the OFF and ON diode states, is

an indication that the elements considered in the model are indeed the domin,.

ones.

E. LO Equivalent Circuit

In the circuit of Figure 8, one can easily see how to incorporate the LO

feed network at the end of the LO filter as shown in Fig. 10. Two points should

be made here:

1) The LO waveguide to suspended stripline junction was not included

since, as mentioned in section IV.A, it is almost "transparent" and does not

add substance to the analysis. Therefore, we assume the LO is fed on a TE4

suspended stripline mode of 90 ohm impedance from a 90 ohm LO source impedance.

2) The RF waveguide and backshort impedances denoted by Z are purely
g

imaginary (inductive) at LO frequencies, since the RF waveguide is below cut

off. The waveguide impedance definition used is given as:

11



f ' f c Z - (2b/a) /7E (x /X) (3)

f < f :z - j(2b/a) AU C (f/A - f2) (4)

Figure 10 depicts the LO-to-diode coupling network which can be analyzed

again using conventional circuit analysis such as MARTIAl'"

F. IF Equivalent Circuit

Only the IF ouput remains to be incorporated to complete this multi-

frequency equivalent circuit of the mixer. It is easy to see that the IF out-

put power is that power which reaches the 90 ohm resistor in Fig. 10, i.e.,

this is also the IF load. We have assumed that the 90 ohm to 50 ohm trans-

formation done in the IF low pass filter is perfect.

12



V. MATUDIATICAL OPTIMIZATION

A. Multi-Frequency Circuit

Summarizing the results of the previous discussions, we can draw the cir-

cult block diagram of Fig. 11 where the mixer is completely specified, and the

major sub-circuits are conceptually blocked off and labeled for clarity. This

representation for the mixer shall be studied in the remainder of this section.

B. Optimization Criteria

1. Introduction

The philosophy adopted here is to judge or compare performance of the

mixer by three criteria given qualitatively here as:

1) How well the RF "sees" an ideal switching element (compared to the
ideal case of Fig. 9).

2) How well the LO switches this ideal element.

3) How well the IF is matched into its resistive load.

Admittedly it is a great simplification not to consider the non-linear conduc-

tance terms of the diode, the harmonic products terminations and numerous other

effects. However, including these effects is difficult theoretically, let

alone practically, and even this simplified picture provides, as we have seen,

more than enough non-idealities to be quite useful.

2. Optimization At RF

We have already described in section IV.D that to minimize conversion loss,

r - 1z oc1/1zsJ must be maximized, It was found in the many computer circuit

analyses done that this condition is quite close to requiring Z otat port 3 of

Fig. 11 - looking back toward the RF source - to be matched to the RF generator

impedance Z 9. This is intuitively satisfying in that we expect the signal to

be somehow matched into the mixer if reflection losses are to be minimized and

maximum RF energy converted to IF. Typically the RF port had a return loss

around 6 to 10 4B corresponding to a signal loss of 1.2 to .5 dB. This is in

13



addition to the losses due to the non-ideal switching characteristic mentioned

earlier, namely 2.6 to 5.6 dB.

3. Optimization At LO

Considering how well the switch is turned ON and OFF is really a euphemism

for the value of the idealized diode's incremental or AC resistance in the f or-

ward and reverse bias conditions. This resistance, RAC, can be found by dif-

ferentiating both sides of an ideal diode I-V characteristic (i.e., eq. 1 with

R_ . 0) with respect to I, the result is:

RAC = V /cd(V) (5)

Equation 5 shows that the larger I, the smaller the resistance for the switch

when it is turned ON. If the LO power is sufficiently high, R AC will be low

for the forward conduction and large for the reverse bias. However, LO power

available is not unlimited so it is desirable to efficiently couple it to the

diode for "hard" switching.

One may be tempted to optimize the match of the LO signal into the mixer.

However, the switch ideally absorbs no power in either state, so if the LO is

being absorbed efficiently into the mixer, it is probably being dissipated in

resistive elements like R 9and thereby reducing the switching efficiency. A

better objective should be to maximize the "available power" between the LO

source at port 2 and the switch at port 3 in Fig. 11. This criterion is inde-

pendent of whether the switch can or cannot dissipate any power, it is rather

a combination of the short-circuit current flowing through the switch when it

is ON and the open-circuit voltage at the switch when OFF. A derivation of

this parameter follows.

Figure 12 shows a signal generator of impedance Z . In our case, this
g

represents the LO source with a pure real 90 ohm characteristic impedance.

The maximum available power P (Max) from this source is
av

P (Max) ~1Re (V xl 1 (6)
av 4 o.c. S.C.

14



where V - V - open circuit voltage of the generator (7)O.c. g

V
and I - - short circuit of the generator (8)

S.C. Zg

Substituting (7) and (8) in (6) we get the well known result

I I 1(9)
av (ax) -  R

g

If now a mixer circuit, such as that of Fig. 11, is placed between the LO source

and the ideal switch as in Fig. 13 we must find the new V' and I' at the
O.C. S.C.

output port 3 where the primes are used to distinguish these from the quantities

in eqs. 7 & 8 at the input port 2. At port 3 we have:

- Re (V;.c x V (10)Pay 4 C. S.C.

The ratio of P to P (Max) is the quantity desired, from (10) and (6):av av

P V' I'
av o.c. s.c. *

Y1 p (Max) = Re i x - - Re (OCVG x SCCG )
av O.C. S.C.

where OCVG and SCOG denote respectively the open-circuit-voltage-gain and the

short-circuit-current-gain of the network in Fig. 13. For this passive cir-

cuit as expected, it is always true that:

0 < n < 1 Cl1)

Note that either OCVG or SCCG may be greater than 1 but n will still obey eq.

11.

The LO-feed design in the mixer was adjusted to maximize n. This was

done by modifying the first five elements of the 9-element LO low pass filter

beyond their standard Tchebyshev values by trial and error on the computer.

These elements are on the end of the filter nearest the LO waveguide, Fig. 2,

so that the rejection of the RF frequencies at the other end of the filter was

15



practically unaffected. The value of ni achieved in the circuit model was

around 0.85 (0.7 dB) over the 1 GHz LO band. The corresponding LO output im-

pedance seen by the switch at port 3 in Fig. 11 - looking toward the LO0 90

ohm load - was around (13-J 4) ohm over the band. This corresponds to a mis-

match or reflection loss of 3.5 dB which is very large indeed. The observed

LO reflections from the mixer were of this same order.

Measurements of conversion loss for input LO drives up to + 13 dBm showed

no bottoming off relative to LO drive, which indicates poor LO coupling, Fig.

14. These observations may mean that, instead of n, a better objective after
all is to match the circuit output impedance at LO to improve performance.

However no easy way was found to do so in this circuit topology.

On another level, it is interesting to speculate whether this parameter

11 could be used instead to optimize the RF coupling into the diodes, rather

than r of section IV D. It is suspected, however, on the basis of sketchy cal-

culations that both r and n should behave similarly, and which would be the

better choice could not be determined without a complete analysis.

4. Optimization At IF:

Assuming that the LO pumps the diode switch efficiently and that the RF

energy reaches this switch with minimum losses, the mixing function will take

place and all intermodulation products P mnwill be produced as given by:

P innxLO+ m xRF (12)
m,n n

where m and nO-, 1, 2,...

Of these, the higher order terms, with m + n large, contain little signal energy

and cannot be controlled in any case so we will write them off as some small

loss (< 2 dB). Those with m > I are negligible since they vary as the RI energy

(small) raised to the ImIth power which is smaller still. The term 2 LO - RF

is the IF for the case at hand. Another notable term, 4 LO - RF, is the image

frequency (48.2 - 50.2 GHz). It is reflected by the LO filter and the guide

bandpass filter located at the RI input back to the diodes for another mixing,

yielding an addition to the IF signal. If the phase of this IF contribution
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matches the directly generated IF, then some "image enhancement" occurs[7,8

which reduces the mixer conversion loss.

Assuming all these mechanisms take place, we should then consider how the

IF signal generated at the switching diode-pair is captured by the external IF

load (90 ohms). This is the LO situation in reverse. Again, if the ratios of

available powers at the switch terminals (port 3 in Fig. 11) and at the IF load

(port 2 in Fig. 11) are close to 1, the IF power is being transferred out of

the mixer efficiently.

Therefore, one can use ni of the previous section at the IF band as well.

When this is done, n at 2.6 GHz is 0.7 corresponding to 1.6 dB less IF power

available than generated. This contributes directly to conversion loss and

should be added to the two previous contributions. No effort was made to ad-

Just any IF filter elements to raise nl. For these conditions, the output IF

Impedance seen from the switch at port 3 in Fig. 11 looking back toward the IF

load was (72 - j 21) Q2 compared to the optimum value of 90 Q2.

C. Circuit Analysis

We have stated several times that the study of the mixer was reduced to

the analysis of a conventional equivalent circuit. In fact, in the past dis-

cussion, figures of impedance, efficiency, etc., were quoted freely. In this

section we outline how these figures were obtained. The complete listings of

the three programs involved are given in appendix VI together with the run from

which the figures came and which represents the best performance achieved.

The circuit analysis was done by MARTHA and AFL functions. The procedure

is briefly as follows:

A given set of LO filter dimensions are chosen as designed by the function

in Appendix V.

As mentioned in section V.B.3 the first five elements are adjusted to maxi-

mize n~. The function LPF59 is next called with the modified dimensions as

arguments. A MARTHA network called SPLOLPF is created to represent this LO

filter.
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Next the function BS is called with some more dimensions such as L1 and

k2 of Fig. 8. BS defines the mixer equivalent circuit by properly wiring

SPLOLPF with all other blocks of Fig. 11. Since the full equivalent circuit

is a three-port device, it is convenient to have two separate networks:

1) for the LO and IF with input at port 2 and output at port 3 (the switch)

with the RF port terminated in the RF waveguide impedance. This one is called

LONET and 2) for the RF with input at port 1, output at port 3 and 90 0 termina-

tion at port 2. This one is called RFNET. It is emphasized that LONET and

RFNET are simply different orientations of the same 3-port circuit, they are

needed only for the MARTHA convenience of analyzing 2-port networks.

The last function PT is now called to calculate the various performance

criteria discussed in relation to LONET and RFNET. The important results of

such a calculation are given in appendix VI.
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VI. MIXER CONSTRUCTION

A. Mixer Body

The mixer body was machined out of Tellurium-Copper which combines high

conductivity and good machining properties. The body photographed in Figs. 15,

16 is seen to be made of a single lower half and a split top half. Without

this split the long waveguide channels, especially the .030" high one, could

not be machined with normal lengths cutters. To insure good contact between

the top and bottom halves the lower half is pocketed or undercut to reduce the

area of contact and confine it close to the quartz substrate. The shelf in thv

lower half where the .010" thick quartz substrate drops, had to be held within

.001" otherwise excessive looseness of the substrate could break the ribbon

contact or cause intermittence. Locating pins also required similar tolerance.

All other dimensions were usually adequate with + .002" allowance. After

machining, a patch of thick gold plating was deposited to allow TC and ultra-

sonic bonding of a gold ribbon, Fig. 17.

B. Suspended Stripline Circuit

A quartz wafer measuring 2" x I" x .010" is used to deposit up to seven

circuits, each .134" wide with a gap of .004" in between circuits. These gaps

account for the thickness of the diamond-impregnated saw used to slice the

wafer into individual circuits. The circuits are defined photolithographicallv

using a computer controlled package "MANNPLOT" and a pattern generator. See

Appendix VIII.

Typically the circuits on the same wafer are identical except for one or

two parameters (e.g., 2 of Fig. 8) which differ in typically .005" steps. Then

they can be tested in the body to find the best one. The circuit metallization

consists of a thin layer of chromium followed by gold. Poor adhesion of the

metallization on the quartz was noticed occasionally especially on small con-

ductor patches. However, good metallization process control solves the problem.

At the IF end of the substrate, the SMA connector tab is soldered onto the

metallization as shown in Fig. 18.
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C. Diode Attachment

No operation was more critical than the attachment of two diodes side-by-

side on a fragile .010" thick ceramic surface. Good temperature and pressure

settings of the TC bonding wedge tip are essential. The issue of providing a

short to ground (the body) at the diode is also a thorny problem. The ribbon

solution although somewhat "inelegant" is satisfactory. Figure 19 shows a

lOOX blow-up of a particularly successful assembly.
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VII. OTHER APPROACHES TRIED

Several other designs were investigated vith little success compared to

the finally adopted one which was discussed here. They are mentioned here

briefly for completeness.

One such approach is depicted in Fig. 20 where the diodes are mounted In

shunt with the TE4 suspended stripline. This was done folloving references (9]

to [12]. The problem of grounding the diodes is nov found at tuo different

locations, and no solution was found before this topology was abandoned.

Another variation attempted is shown in Fig. 21. Here the shunt geometry

is still used but the short circuit to ground is attempted using three 4uarter-

wave open-circuited stubs for the LO, RF image and even the sum frequency

(2LO + RF - 88.6 to 92.6 GCz). A large DC block chip capacitor (> 50 pF) was

used to provide a short-circuit to ground at IF and allow external biasing of

the diodes. This scheme had a high conversion loss and its intricate assembly

discouraged further trials.

The test set-up used in all measurements mentioned is described in Appen-

dix VII.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

A subharmonic mixer in the low millimeter-waves has been presented. The

various elements were examined step by step in a somewhat heuristic approach,

starting from a single diode to an anti-parallel pair to their mounting in the

signal waveguide to the LO feed network to the IF output. All these elements

were then incorporated in a three-port equivalent circuit representing the

mixer. Straightforward ways to analyze this circuit were deduced based on

mixer theory and other physical arguments. This was done over each of the

frequency ranges of interest, namely RF, LO and IF.

The case of the best mixer built was described in some detail and the theo-

retical conversion loss-predicted using the equivalent circuit model-ranges from

4.7 to 8.4 dB compared to a measured 9 to 11 dB. The discrepancy reminds us

of other neglected mechanisms such as conductive RF losses, non-zero switch

resistance in the ON state due to insufficient LO power coupling, other fringing

or parasitic elements not included in the circuit etc.

Finally, the important question of how to improve future mixer performance

should be addressed. Here, one can only propose tentative ideas since if any

of them were sure to succeed they would have been tried earlier.

In view of the millimeter wave frequencies, the involved machining and the

uncertainty in circuits and element values, an important objective would be to

break up the mixer into smaller parts more easily analyzed. One such part would

be the RF waveguide-diode-LO filter junction. If a single diode were used and

some external DC bias were introduced to turn thi , diode ON and OFF, some net-

work analyzer measurements could be made at RF to determine Z Oc, Z and

refine the equivalent circuit as well as optimize r on this structure. Then,

accounting for the second diode as well as the rest of the elements could pro-

ceed on a sounder basis.

The non-ideal switching contributed 2.6 to 5.6 dB; the RF input mismatch 0.5
to 1.2 dB; the IF mismatch 1.6 dB.
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A similar measurement could be made at IF on a structure like the onu ,bov,
but augmented with the IF filter. This filter could then be modified to imp,.v,

the IF-to-diode coupling.

The problem of LO coupling to the dLodes should be re-examined. Perhaps

the LO filter should be left with standard Tchebyshev elements or, it modifi,.d,

then step by step and with actual measurements to determine whether each step

made an improvement or not.

The performance criteria developed here would remain applicable in carrying

out the ideas for the further work mentioned above.
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OUTER CONOUCTOR 1icS41
SUSPENOED CONDUCTOR
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FUSED SILICA /

SPLIT-BLOCK CONSTRUCTION

Fig. 1. Suspended stripline geometry and dimensions.
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TUNABLE SLIDING SHORT-CIRCUITS

IF
OUTPUT 4-
(SMA)

LO INPUT RF INPUT

(WR42) (WR22)

Fig. 2a. Subharmonic mixer assembly.

RF WAVEGUIDE

GROUNDING

TO BLOCK

Fig. 2b. Subharmonic mixer substrate assembly.
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R(V)

Fig. 3. Beam-lead mixer diode and equivalent circuit.

CONDUCTING STATE CUT -OFF STATE

C. Ra W 5 C1 -11 1R., _41. cP Cio)

IT

Fig. 4. Diode circuit, a) in forward bias and b) in reverse bias.

2C 16~ ) - AT 2XLO RATE

Fig. 5. Anti-parallel diode pair and circuit.
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9 qC S.C.

Fig. 6a. Diode pair in Fig. 6b. Equivalent circuit
waveguide with backshort. of structure in Fig. 6a.

Fig. 7a. Diode pair in Fig. 7b. Equivalent circuit

waveguide with LO filter, of structure in Fig. 7a.
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Fig. 8. Mixer equivalent circuit at RP.
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Fig. 9. Idealized case of mixer at RF.
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Fig. 10. Mixer eguivalent circuit at RE and LO.

RL•90D LO IF

''A

v"FC POT 2 - -.
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LP FILTER

RF PHASING
ADJUSTMENT
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R1 1_ IDEAL
RF T SWITCH

I- %w0orOZ9 (WR22) ' RF TUNER DIODE PARASITICS - R, " 
0 or c

SUBNARMONIC MIXER

Fig. 11. Complete 3-port mixer equivalent circuit.
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Fig. 12. Model of LO pump source.

R
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Fig. 13. Mixer circuit for LO to diode coupling.
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Fig. 14. Conversion loam versus available LID pump power.
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Fig. 18. Solder jnctio of S IA to suspended stripline.
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APPENDIX I

This is a listing of a Basic program which determnines a, 1 0and R from a

set of (I-V) points taken by a curve tracer.

The examples given are typical of the diode ND5558.
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10(V) 1 o e V- )-l)

a 35.89 (n s 1.11)

o a 371 x 10- 5 A

Rs N 7.02 a

rmi ERROR u 0.0031 V

0 MEASURED

- ALCULATE

E

I-
z

L.)

0

0.5 0.6 0.7 O.0
FORWARD BIAS, V(V)

Fig. 1-1. NEC ND5558 diode forward current vs voltage.
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1.0
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0.1

0

0.110

0o I I Ij
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6

FORWARD BIAS, V(V)

Fig. 1-2. NEC ND5558 diode forward current vs voltage.
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APPENDIX 11

A typical set of C-V points taken on a 1 MHz programable capacitance

bridge of a NBC ND5558 beam-lead Gallium-Arsenide Schottky diode is shown in

Fig. I-1.

Also shown in the figure are the extracted equivalent circuit parameters

by curve-fitting.
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APPENDIX III

This is a listing of the Basic program to model and design a waveguide to
stripli re junction.

It was used to determine the dimensions of the LO waveguide-stripline

junction and position of the IF filter.
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APPENDIX IV

This is a listing of the APL program used to design low pass filters in

suspended stripline medium using high and low impedance lines as distributed

elements.
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APPENDIX V

This is a listing of the APL functions used to calculate the impedance of

the suspended stripline given tts dimensions.
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APPENDIX VI

This is a listing of three APL functions used to create and analyze by

MARTHA the equivalent circuit of the mixer.

A complete example is also given.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA CALCULATED FOR THE MIXER WITH THE BEST
PERFORMANCE ACHIEVED.

Impedance at the RF port

Frequency (GHz) Zoc (ohms) Zse (ohms)

43 36 + j 190 9.9 + j 0.61
44 843 - 190 7.7 + j 0.77

45 33 - j 150 6.7 + j 2.0

nLO

Frequency (GHz) 1LO

22.8 0.86

23.3 0.87

23.8 0.85

IF

Frequency (GHz) l n F

2.6 0.70

Impedance at the diode terminals

Frequency (GHz) Z (ohms)

43 88 + j 31

RF 44 118 -i 31

45 87 - J 69

22.8 11 - j 8.2

LO 23.3 13 - j 3.9

23.8 18 + j 2.2

IF 2.6 72 - j 21
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APPENDIX VII

Test Set-Up & Measurements

The function of the measurement set-up is to provide the mixer under test

with two known signals, namely an RF and a LO, and detect the resulting output

signal or IF.

Both inputs had to sweep over their required bandwidth as a minimum, i.e.,

22.8 to 23.8 GHz for the LO and 43 to 45 GHz for the RF. Furthermore, the

sweeping should be synchronous for both inputs in order to maintain the IF

output at the single frequency of 2.6 GHz. This was the operational mode of

the mixer and the test set-up was made to replicate this mode.

The sweep-synchronization function was simply accomplished by exploiting

the FM feature of the Hewlett Packard model 8690 sweeper mainframe. These

Backward-Wave-Oscillator (BWO) based sources were used for both LO and RF.

The procedure is as follows:

One of the sweepers, say the LO, is in the "AUTO" sweep mode covering the

LO band. A "SWEEP OUT" signal is available which is a 0 to 15 Volt voltage

ramp proportional to the instantaneous output frequency of the LO BWO. This

voltage signal is passed through a simple variable voltage divider and connected

to the FM input of the second or RF sweeper. The FM input controls the output

frequency of the RF sweeper about its quiescent setting as in a voltage-

controlled oscillator with a linear V versus F curve. The purpose of the

variable voltage divider is to reduce the 0 to 15 Volt ramp swing to the level

required for the RF bandwidth required, i.e., without the divider, a full 15 Volt

ramp would cause a full-band RF sweep from 33 to 50 GHz, and typically band-

widths from 42 to 46 GHz were more convenient.

The set-up is outlined in Fig. VII-I. Both input levels are measured using

matched waveguide thermistor mounts before the mixer is put in place. Each

input has a rotary vane attenuator, frequency meter and a 10 dB directional

coupler to measure reflection and match of the inputs into the mixer.
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The IF output was measured in power and frequency using a spectrum analyzer

or a calibrated crystal detector and an oscilloscope.

Conversion loss, L , is determined as the difference between the RF signal

power produced by the RF sweeper and the IF power detected. Both LO and RF

sliding short tuners could be adjusted for minimum L . An oscilloscope displayc

was convenient to show the variations in L across the RF band. For this, thec

horizontal signal would be the "SWEEP OUT" of the LO source and the vertical

would be the output of an IF crystal detector.

The result is a trace of IF power at 2.6 GHz versus RF frequency.

One complication arises, however, in that the RF signal input cannot be

perfectly leveled, therefore, the IF output will not directly represent conver-

sion loss. An expedient solution is to trace on the scope CRT the "normalized"

power line to account for this unflatness and still display a useful picture.

One such photograph is in Fig. VII-2. The crystal detector had a negative

polarity so the L = infinite base line is at the top. Three normalizing linesc

are marked corresponding to L = 8, 9 and 10 dB bottom to top respectively.c

A waveguide band-pass filter was present at the RF input with a 2.3 GHz

pass band centered at 44 GHz. Frequency markers are placed at 43 and 45 GHz.

The horizontal sweep covers 42 to 46 GHz corresponding to a synchronous LO

sweep from 22.3 to 24.3 GHz and a fixed IF of 2.6 GHz. Figure 2 shows L to
c

vary between 8.2 and 10.1 dB over the required band. Both LO and RF sliding-

short tuners were adjusted for a combination of best L and flatness. Thec

reason L is I dB lower than the 10 + 1 dB quoted in the text is that +16 toc

+18 dBm of amplified LO power was available in this experiment compared to the

more customary +lJ dBm from the BWO alone.

An alternative and more accurate way to measure L at a single point inc

the band is to use a spectrum analyzer and the minimum detectable signal method.

Both ways were in general agreement.

See for example: HP8566A Operating Manual.
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The circuit yielding these results had the best performance achieved. It

is thoroughly described in the next appendix.
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Fig. VII-2. Mixer conversion loss vs frequency.
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APPENDIX VIII

Description Of Best Circuit

In Fig. VIII-I and the following tables, we document the mask called FRONT

HALF made by a MANNPLOT pattern generator. The circuit #6 of this mask gave

the best performance achieved in this work i.e. L c  10 + 1 dB with +13 dm LO

power or L - 9 + .8 dB with +15 to +18 dBm LO.C

The LO waveguide to stripline junction and the IF filter shown in Fig.

VIII-1 were designed prior to the development of a program to optimize the

junction (see Appendix V). However, the improvement in LO efficiency had that

method been used is not fundamental to the mixer proper.
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